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Abstract 
 
Optical nano-antennas can efficiently confine light into nanoscopic hotspots enabling single- 
molecule detection sensitivity at biological relevant conditions. This innovative approach to breach 
the diffraction limit offers a versatile platform to investigate the dynamics of individual 
biomolecules in living cell membranes and their partitioning into cholesterol-dependent lipid 
nanodomains. Here, we present optical nano-antenna arrays with accessible surface hotspots to study 
the characteristic diffusion dynamics of phosphoethanolamine (PE) and sphingomyelin (SM) in 
the plasma membrane of living cells at the nanoscale. Fluorescence burst analysis 
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and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy performed on nano-antennas of different gap sizes 
show that unlike PE, SM is transiently trapped in cholesterol-enriched nanodomains of 10 nm 
diameter with short characteristic times around 100 µs. Removal of cholesterol led to free dif- 
fusion of SM, consistent with the dispersion of nanodomains. Our results are consistent with 
the existence of highly transient and fluctuating nanoscale assemblies enriched by cholesterol 
and sphingolipids in living cell membranes, also known as lipid rafts. Quantitative data on 
sphingolipids partitioning into lipid rafts is crucial to understand the spatiotemporal heteroge- 
neous organization of transient molecular complexes on the membrane of living cells at the 
nanoscale. The proposed technique is fully bio-compatible and thus provides various oppor- 
tunities for biophysics and live cell research to reveal details that remain hidden in confocal 
diffraction-limited measurements. 
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The plasma membrane plays a major role in cell physiology and is thus of fundamental im- 
portance to living systems. The spatial organization and diffusion dynamics of its constituents 
(lipids and proteins) occurring at the nanoscale largely influence cellular processes such as trans- 
membrane signaling, intracellular trafficking and cell adhesion. 1,2 Recent advances in cell biology 
have shown that the plasma membrane is significantly more complex than just a continuous fluidic 
system. 3–5 It has been postulated that sphingolipids, cholesterol and certain types of proteins can 
be enriched into dynamic nanoscale assemblies or nanodomains, also termed lipid rafts. 6–8 Lipid 
rafts have been defined as highly dynamic and fluctuating nanoscale assemblies of cholesterol and 
sphingolipids that in the presence of lipid- or protein-mediated activation events become stabi-
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lized to compartmentalize cellular processes. 2,5,9 However, the true nature of these nanodomains 
remains debated with many conflicting evidences and predicated domain sizes in the broad range of 
10-200 nm, primarily because of their transient nature and nanoscopic sizes.8–14 
Early investigations on membrane organization were mostly based on fluorescence recovery 
after photobleaching (FRAP) 15 and single particle tracking (SPT). 3,16 Both techniques are limited 
either in space (with µ m2 probe area in FRAP) or in time (with millisecond temporal resolution in 
SPT). Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) is a widely adopted alternative for studying 
dynamics and biomolecular interactions. 17 FCS determines the average transit time from statistical 
averaging over many individual molecule diffusion events. 18 Its high temporal resolution together 
with its rather straightforward data analysis makes FCS an attractive tool to probe the spatiotempo- 
ral organization of cell membranes. 10,11,19 However, conventional FCS on confocal microscopes is 
unable to resolve the nanoscale organization of lipids due to the limited 200 nm spatial resolution 
set by diffraction. 
Various approaches have been implemented over the past decade to breach the diffraction limit 
in FCS, but membrane studies have so far remained above a 40-50 nm detection size. Stimulated 
emission depletion microscopy (STED) constrains the excitation spot down to ∼ 30 nm 20 and has 
been combined with FCS to explore the nanoscale dynamics occurring in  lipid membranes on 
living cells. 21–24 An alternative strategy takes advantage of nanophotonic structures to engineer 
the light intensity distribution at the nanoscale. 25  Some notable designs include zero-mode 
waveguides, 26–31 bowtie structures, 32–34 gold nanorods 35 and sub-wavelength tip based NSOM 
probes.36,37 These various approaches allow to confine the illumination light in the range of 50 to 
100 nm. Resonant optical nanogap antennas have shown great potential to further constrain the 
laser light on a sub-20 nm scale 38 and greatly enhance the light-matter interactions. 39–42 However, 
so far the applications of such resonant nanogap antennas have been mostly employed to probe 
fluorescent molecules in solutions at high micromolar concentration. Recently, we have developed 
a new class of nano-antennas that maximizes access to the antenna hotspot region together with 
extreme planarity and biocompatibility. 43 This methodology has been validated using model lipid 
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membranes, 44 underscoring its high potential to investigate the nanoscale architecture of living 
cell membranes. 
In this work, we combine FCS with these planar optical nanogap antennas to investigate for the 
first time the nanoscopic organization of lipid rafts in the plasma membrane of living cells at a 
spatial resolution of 10 nm. The antenna design has been specifically developed for FCS with sub-
diffraction spatial resolution.41 It combines a central nanogap antenna to create the highly confined 
electromagnetic hotspot (of dimensions ∼10 and 35 nm) surrounded by a rectangular cladding to 
prevent direct excitation of background molecules diffusing away from the central nanogap. By 
applying planarization, etch-back and template stripping methods, we have improved our initial 
design to produce arrays of nano-antennas with controlled gap sizes, sharp edges and planar 
hotspots facing the upper surface of the sample. 43 Using these planar nano-antennas with gap 
sizes down to 10 nm, we investigate here the diffusion dynamics of phosphoethanolamine (PE) and 
sphingomyelin (SM) on the plasma membrane of living Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. 
Compared to earlier works using confocal FCS, 10,11,19 nanoaperture FCS, 26–30 or STED- FCS, 21–
24 our study is the first to breach into the sub-30 nm spatial scale on living cell membranes. Together 
with cholesterol depletion experiments, we provide compelling evidence of short-lived cholesterol-
induced ∼ 10 nm nanodomain partitioning in plasma membranes and discuss the im- pact of these 
results in the context of lipid rafts. 
The planar antenna platform contains multiple gold nano-antenna arrays with nominal gap sizes 
of 10 nm and 35 nm on which a circular cell culture well is mounted for live CHO cell culturing. 
Figure 1a,b depicts the strategy chosen for the fluorescence live cell experiment conducted on the 
nanogap antenna platform. A 640 nm laser light illuminates a single nano-antenna in the sample 
plane of an inverted microscope with a high-NA water immersion objective. Throughout this study, 
the linear polarization of the laser beam is set parallel to the antenna main axis so as to excite the 
nanogap mode. 43 A highly confined nanometric hotspot of illumination light is created on the 
surface of the nanogap region which is in direct contact with the adhered plasma membranes of 
living CHO cells. Importantly, the planarization strategy avoids possible curvature induced effects 
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on the cell membrane and thus provides an ideal platform for live cell membrane research 29,30 
(Supporting Information Fig. S1 shows AFM images indicating a planarity better than 3 nm for the 
top surface). 
The cells were incubated on the nano-antennas at 37o C for nearly 48 hours prior to the experi- 
ments to allow them to freely grow and adhere onto the antenna platform. Lipid analogs (either PE- 
or SM-BSA complexes) labeled with the lipophilic organic dye Atto647N were incorporated into 
the plasma membrane of the living cells just before the fluorescence measurements (see Methods 
for details on staining protocol). The choice of Atto647N as fluorescent dye allows an excellent 
overlap with the antenna’s main plasmonic resonance (Fig. S2), maximizing the fluorescence en- 
hancement in the nanogap. Figure 1c shows a representative confocal image of the morphology of 
the CHO cells adhered on a glass coverslip taken after the incorporation of the fluorescent lipid 
analogs. 
Figure 2a,b shows representative single-molecule fluorescence time traces for PE and SM in the 
confocal and in the nano-antenna configuration. The resolution given by the diffraction limited spot 
in the confocal scheme does not allow to resolve heterogeneities that may occur at the sub- 200 nm 
spatial scale, and as a result, the time traces for both PE and SM appear indistinguishable. In 
contrast, the highly confined surface hotspot originating from the 10 nm gap antenna clearly reveals 
differences in the characteristic diffusion dynamics for PE and SM. As shown in Fig. 2b, PE displays 
sharp peaks in the fluorescence time trace as a result of the sub-diffraction excitation hotspot created 
by the planar nanogap antenna. Unlike PE, the signature of SM is discernibly different at the 
nanoscale: the short bursts (a hallmark of free diffusion in ultra-small detection areas) are 
accompanied by high intensity bursts of significantly longer durations. This is a direct indi- cation 
that the nanoscopic diffusion of SM on the cell membrane is deviating from free Brownian diffusion 
as compared to larger macroscopic scales. 
To provide more quantitative information about the fluorescence time traces, we performed a 
fluorescence burst analysis to represent the distributions of burst duration versus burst intensity 
(see Methods). 34 Figure 2c shows the results for both PE and SM for the 10 nm nanogap antenna 
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compared to the confocal configuration. The scatter plots for PE and SM in the confocal configura- 
tion show no visible differences with burst durations in the range 1-100 ms and intensities around 
20-30 counts/ms. However, in stark contrast, the distributions obtained on the nano-antennas show 
clear differences between PE and SM. Diffusion events in sub-ms time scales are notably observed 
with the nano-antennas exhibiting burst durations as short as 10 µs. Such short events are more 
than two orders of magnitude faster than in the case of the confocal reference. Regarding the diffu- 
sion dynamics for PE (red dots) probed with the nanogap antennas a general trend can be deduced, 
namely, brighter events arise at shorter timescales. These can be understood as the detection of a 
“best burst event” directly resulting as a consequence of an individual molecule diffusing through 
the hotspot in the optimal position and orientation for maximum enhancement. The tighter the 
excitation beam confinement, the higher is the local intensity which leads to higher fluorescence 
intensity and shorter burst duration (see Supplementary Information Fig. S3 and S4 for additional 
fluorescent time traces and analysis on different antennas and cells). We thus relate the events with 
burst durations below 1 ms to the trajectories occurring within the nanogap region.34 In the case of 
PE, the bursts with durations above 1 ms feature a lower intensity in the range of 20-70 counts/ms, 
which is only slightly increased as compared to the confocal level. We assign these longer burst 
duration events to the residual excitation of diffusing molecules within the larger 300 × 140 nm2 
box aperture region where the electromagnetic field intensity enhancement is negligible and thus 
comparable to the confocal reference. 
In contrast to PE, SM probed with the nano-antenna arrays shows a significantly broader dis- 
tribution of burst lengths against peak burst intensities (Fig. 2c). High intensities are observed for 
burst durations below and above 1 ms. Since these events were not observed for PE, we relate their 
occurrence to nanoscopic heterogeneities such as transient molecular complexes on the cell 
membrane hindering the diffusion of SM. To support this conclusion, we perturbed the cholesterol 
composition in the cell membrane with methyl-β -cyclodextrin (MCD) as cholesterol is expected 
to play a significant role in the formation and stability of the lipid nanodomains. The result of the 
burst analysis for SM after MCD treatment recovers a distribution which closely resembles the one 
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for PE (Supporting Information Fig. S5). In other words, the intense bursts of duration between 
0.1 and 10 ms disappear after cholesterol depletion, consistent with the loss of nanodomains. Alto- 
gether, the results from the fluorescence burst analysis demonstrate the benefits of planar nanogap 
antennas to explore the nanoscopic organization of lipids in live cell membranes. Clear differ- ences 
between PE and SM diffusion dynamics are unveiled that otherwise would remain hidden in 
confocal measurements. 
To further support these results, we performed fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 
analysis. FCS records the fluorescence intensity fluctuations as the fluorophores transit through the 
detection spot. These fluctuations are analyzed by computing the temporal autocorrelation 
function, averaging over thousands of single-molecule diffusion events. We used two different gap 
sizes (10 and 35 nm) to quantify the lipid dynamics for increasing detection areas in cell mem- 
branes. Figure 3a,b shows the normalized correlation traces for PE and SM in case of the nano- 
antennas and the confocal reference. Each of these traces is taken on an individual nano-antenna 
(more traces are shown in Fig. S3 and S4 to demonstrate the consistency of our results). Similar to 
the burst analysis, we find no significant differences between the FCS curves for PE and SM for the 
confocal reference (gray circles in Fig. 3a,b the overlay of the confocal FCS data is shown in Fig. 
S6), yielding comparable diffusion times of 25 ± 4 ms (PE) and 30 ± 4 ms (SM), respectively. In the 
case of the nano-antennas, we observe that decreasing the gap size leads to a faster diffusion, 
confirming that the fluorescence signal stems from the nanogap region. We use a two-species model 
to fit the FCS data in order to account for the fluorescence contributions stemming from the nanogap 
and from the surrounding aperture area (see details in Methods section). A key feature  in FCS is 
that the molecules contribute to the correlation amplitude in proportion to the square of their 
fluorescence brightness, hence the signal from molecules in the nanogap experiencing maxi- mum 
enhancement will have a dominating contribution to the FCS curves. 45 The complete results and 
values for the FCS fits are detailed in the Supporting Information Tables S1-S3. 
The differences between PE and SM diffusion dynamics are highlighted in Fig. 3c where a 
direct comparison of the FCS data for the 10 nm gap antenna is shown for different fluorescent 
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lipid analogs. Contrarily to the confocal case (Fig. S6), the difference in diffusion times between the 
two lipids becomes more prominent at the nanoscale, with PE exhibiting diffusion times of 
0.25 ± 0.06 ms and SM of 0.35 ± 0.04 ms. Moreover, after MCD treatment, the diffusion dynamics 
for cholesterol-depleted SM closely resembles that of PE with a diffusion time of 0.19 ± 0.03 ms 
(Fig. 3d). These FCS results confirm the presence of cholesterol-enriched nanodomains hindering 
the diffusion of SM, in agreement with the results found for the fluorescence burst analysis. In 
addition, we retrieved an anomaly value alpha for SM that depended on the probed area, deviating 
from unity as the illumination area reduced, from α ∼ 0.85 (for the 35 nm gap antenna) to α ∼ 0.65 
(for the 10 nm gap antenna), which is fully consistent with hindered diffusion (see Table S1 to S3). 
In contrast, the α values were significantly larger and closer to unity for the cases of PE and SM 
after MCD treatment (α ∼ 0.85) and did not depend on the probe area, as expected for Brownian, 
unhindered diffusion. 
To further analyze and exploit the FCS data we take advantage of the large number of planar 
nano-antennas with controlled gaps to carry out a FCS analysis over 60 different antennas and cells. 
This approach follows the so-called FCS diffusion law, 19,28 which is a representation of the 
diffusion time versus the detection area. Extrapolation of the experimental curve to the intercept 
with the time axis provides information on the type of diffusion exhibited by the molecule, i.e., free 
diffusion is characterized by a linear curve crossing the origin (0,0), while hindered diffusion due 
to the occurrence of nanodomains leads to a positive intercept on the time axis. 19,28 The nano- 
antenna detection area was estimated as the product of the gap size (measured by transmission 
electron microscopy TEM) times the full width at half maximum for the intensity profile along the 
direction perpendicular to the antenna main axis (simulated by finite difference time domain 
(FDTD) method, see Supporting Information Fig. S7 for simulations results). Moreover, the area 
sizes were further confirmed by calibration measurements both on freely diffusing dyes in solution 
and on pure PE lipid bilayers using antennas of different gap sizes.44 The 10 and 35 nm gap 
antennas correspond respectively to 300 nm2 and 1250 nm2 illumination areas. As the diffusion 
time proportionally scales with the detection area, the diffusion coefficient D is retrieved from 
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the slope of the linear fit matching the measured transient diffusion times obtained from the FCS 
curves versus the effective detection areas according to the relation D = probe area/4 × τdiff. 18 
Figure 4a-c summarizes the characteristic diffusion times for PE, SM and SM after cholesterol 
depletion for two antenna gap areas. The extension to include the confocal data is shown in Fig. S8. 
From these graphs we derive the following three values plotted in Fig. 4d-f: the diffusion coeffi- 
cient (from the slope), the time axis intercept (by extrapolating the linear fit for vanishing probe 
area) and the normalized spread in the data points (defined as the width of upper and lower quartiles 
divided by the median value). The diffusion coefficients derived from nano-antenna measurements 
are DPE = 0.44 ± 0.07 µm2/s, DSM = 0.38 ± 0.19 µm2/s and DMCD-SM = 0.46 ± 0.07 µm2/s 
(Fig. 4d) and they are consistent with the confocal measurements and values reported indepen- 
dently using STED-FCS. 21 These coefficients represent the diffusion speed in the lipidic region 
between the nanodomains, with an additional contribution from diffusion within the nanodomains 
and diffusion of the domains themselves. 
Extrapolating the fits in Fig. 4a-c towards diminishing probe area leads to the intercepts with 
the time axis as summarized in Fig. 4e. The almost zero intercept hitting the origin observed for 
PE confirms the expected free Brownian motion diffusion mode. In stark contrast, SM features a 
positive y-intercept of about 100 µs, which highlights a significant deviation from free Brownian 
diffusion and the occurrence of nanoscopic domains hindering SM diffusion. Depletion of choles- 
terol results on SM diffusion with a close-to-zero time intercept, demonstrating the crucial role  of 
cholesterol establishing the nanodomains and hindering SM diffusion. Such small nanoscale 
heterogeneities have never been detected so far with confocal microscopy, although STED-FCS 
down to 1000 nm2 detection area could infer their occurrence. 21 Our results are fully aligned with 
these previous findings and importantly, we further reduce the detection areas down to 300 nm2 . 
Lastly, we take a closer look at the statistical dispersion of the diffusion times for each gap area, 
and introduce the normalized data spread as the width from upper to lower quartiles divided by the 
median value (Fig. 4f). The spread in diffusion times for PE and SM after MCD treatment remains 
under 25% and can be partially assigned to nanometer variations of the gap size between 
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nanoantennas. 44 These variations stem from the nanofabrication process as a consequence of the 
finite grain size of gold and/or the scattering of electrons used during the electron beam lithography. 
In contrast to PE and MCD-SM, the data for SM features a significantly higher statistical dispersion 
around 50%, which cannot be related solely to dispersion in the nanoantenna sample, but instead it 
results from large variations in the SM diffusion behavior, as already noted for the fluorescence 
burst analysis (Fig. 2c). These results are fully consistent with the presence of cholesterol-enriched 
nanodomains affecting SM diffusion. 
Altogether, our results provide compelling evidence for the existence of highly transient and 
fluctuating nanoscale assemblies of sterol and sphingolipids in living cell membranes. These exper- 
imental observations stand in excellent agreement with the notion that without stabilizing proteins, 
lipid rafts can be viewed as intrinsic nanoscale membrane heterogeneities that are small and highly 
transient. 2,6–8 We estimate the characteristic residence time of the fluorescent SM lipid analogs in 
the nanodomain from the y-intercept in Fig. 4b,e, and find a value around 100 µs . The typical size 
of the nanodomains could in principle also be deduced from the FCS diffusion laws which should 
feature a characteristic transition from confined to normal diffusion. 19,28 As we do not observe this 
characteristic transition in our data, we conclude that the typical size of the nanodomain is smaller 
than the smallest gap size of our nanoantenna, that is 10 nm. Both the typical nanodomain size 
about 10 nm and the transient time about 100 µs stand in good agreement with the predictions from 
stochastic models46 and recent high-speed interferometric scattering (iSCAT) measurements on 
mimetic lipid bilayers containing cholesterol. 12 We believe that this shorter characteristic time as 
compared to earlier experimental works using STED-FCS 21–23 is related to the smaller 10 nm 
resolution achieved in our case. The nanoantenna approach is straightforward to implement on any 
confocal microscope equipped for FCS as contrarily to STED, it does not require adding any 
supplementary illumination beam. As additional advantage, the excellent planarity of the surface 
rules out any artefact potentially induced by the curvature of the cell membrane. 29 We believe that 
these advantages and the excellent spatiotemporal resolution largely compensate for the need for 
nanofabrication and the more complex FCS fitting procedure. 
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated the promising approach of exploiting planar optical nano- 
antennas with accessible surface nanogaps to investigate the nanoscale architecture of live cell 
membranes. The key strengths of our approach rely on the 10 nm spatial resolution combined with 
a microsecond time resolution on a nearly perfectly flat substrate compatible with live cell 
culturing. The single-molecule data on nanoantennas reveal striking differences between PE and 
SM diffusion dynamics that remain hidden in confocal measurements. Fluorescence burst and 
correlation spectroscopy analysis for PE are consistent with a free Brownian diffusion model. In 
contrast, the diffusion dynamics of SM at the nanoscale show heterogeneities in both time and 
space which are cholesterol dependent. Indeed, removal of cholesterol leads to a recovery of free 
Brownian diffusion for SM, consistent with the loss of nanodomains. Our results are consistent 
with the existence of dynamic nanodomains on the plasma membranes of living cells of ∼10 nm 
diameter which is comparable to our measurement gap size. The corresponding transient trap- ping 
times are short of about ∼100 µs. We believe that the combination of optical nano-antennas with 
fluorescence microscopy has a high potential to investigate the dynamics and interactions of raft 
associated proteins and their recruitment into molecular complexes on the plasma membrane of 
living cells. The proposed technique is fully bio-compatible and thus provides ample oppor- tunities 
for biophysics and live cell research with single-molecule sensitivity at nanometric and 
(sub)microsecond spatiotemporal resolution, far beyond the diffraction limit of light. 
 
 
Methods 
 
Planar Nanogap Antenna Array Fabrication. Large scale nano-antenna arrays with surface 
nanogaps were fabricated by combining electron beam lithography with planarization, etch back 
and template stripping. 43 First, EBL was used to pattern features with negative tone hydrogen 
silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist on top of 100 mm silicon wafer. A 50 nm thick gold film was then 
deposited by electron beam evaporation at low temperature to reduce the gold grain size. Flowable 
oxide (Dow Corning FOX-16) was spun to planarize the overall structure and was followed by an 
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etch back step to selectively remove the sacrificial top metal layer clearing the aperture geometry. 
A 30 s etch with hydrofluoric acid diluted 1:10 in deionized water was then used to clear out the 
residual HSQ in the antennas. Finally, the antenna structures were embedded in an UV curable ad- 
hesive polymer (OrmoComp, Microresiste Technology GmbH) and stripped away from the silicon 
wafers. The narrowest gap region lying at the bottom of the structure due to the metal diffusion 
during the evaporation, was now flipped over to maximize the contact with the sample providing 
direct accessibility to the plasmonic antenna hotspot. This method is fully scalable and shows ex- 
cellent geometry control and planarity (see Supporting Information Fig. S1). 
 
Cell culture, Atto647N-labeling and Cholesterol depletion of CHO cells.  CHO cells were 
seeded on a coverslip containing planar nano-antennas with surface nanogaps and were allowed to 
grow and spontaneously attach at 37o C in a controlled atmosphere with 5% of CO2 for nearly 48 
hours. Lipid conjugates were separately prepared by labeling 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3- 
phosphoethanolamine (DPPE) and Sphingomyelin (SM) with the organic dye Atto647N (from 
Invitrogen) as described in Ref. 21 Prior to the fluorescence experiments, the lipid analogues were 
incorporated in the cell membrane during a 3 mins incubation period at room temperature dis- 
solved in the corresponding medium for CHO cells (Ham’s F12 nutrient mixture). Stained cell 
cultures were rinsed and washed to remove residual dye molecules before placing the sample cov- 
erslip on the piezo-stage of an inverted microscope to carry out the measurements. For cholesterol 
depletion experiments, the CHO cells were incubated in serum free buffer with 10 mM methyl-   β 
-cyclodextrin (MCD) for 30 mins at 37oC, and then the fluorescent labeling was carried out as 
previously described. All fluorescence stainings were performed at a ∼300 nM concentration of 
Atto647N and the measurements were completed within 30 mins after the incorporation of the 
fluorescent analogs. From the number of detected fluorescence bursts (Fig. 2c) and the FCS am- 
plitude, we estimate that the density of fluorescent lipids for the antenna experiments is on the order 
of 20 to 80 probes per µm2. 
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Experimental Setup. The experiments were performed with a commercial MicroTime 200 
setup equipped with an inverted confocal microscope (Olympus 60×, 1.2 NA water-immersion 
objective) and a three-axis piezoelectric stage (PhysikInstrumente, Germany) allowing to select 
individual nano-antennas. A linearly polarized 640 nm picosecond laser diode (Pico-Quant LDH- 
D-C-640) in continuous wave mode was used to resonantly excite individual nano-antennas with 
the laser linear polarization aligned with the main axis of the antenna dimer. The emitted fluo- 
rescence signal was collected in epi-detection mode through a dichroic mirror and the signal was 
finally split into two avalanche photodiodes (PicoQuant MPD-50CT). An emission filter and a band 
pass 650-690 nm filter just before each detector was used to eliminate the scattered light by the 
excitation laser. A 30 µm pinhole in the detection arm yielded 0.5 fl confocal detection volume at 
the sample plane. The fluorescence time traces were recorded on a  fast time-correlated sin-  gle 
photon counting module in the time-tagged time-resolved mode (PicoQuant MPD-50CT). All the 
fluorescence measurements were performed by illuminating the sample at an excitation power 
density of ∼ 2-3 kW/cm2. The measurements were acquired for a typical run time of 50 s and the 
correlation amplitudes were computed for ∼ 20 s windows with the commercial software package 
SymPhoTime 64. Cells were cultured on different antenna samples, each sample containing dif- 
ferent gap sizes. 
 
Fluorescence Burst Analysis. Single-molecule fluorescence time traces were acquired in the 
Tagged Time-Resolved (TTTR) mode (recording each event at its arrival time) with 4 ps temporal 
resolution. Fluorescence bursts analysis was then carried out with a  likelihood-based algorithm to 
test the null hypothesis (no burst, recording compatible with background noise) against the hy- 
pothesis that a single-molecule burst arises as a consequence of a molecule crossing the excitation 
area. Probabilities associated to false positive and missing event errors were both set to 10−3.49 
 
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy. The temporal fluctuations of the fluorescence 
inten- sity F (t ) around the average value were analyzed to compute the temporal correlation 
G(τ ) = 
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⟨δ F (t).δ F (t + τ)⟩/⟨F (t )⟩2 ,  where δ F (t) = F (t) − ⟨F (t)⟩ is the fluctuation of the fluorescence 
signal arising due to the molecules crossing the detection volume mediated by Brownian diffusion, 
τ is the delay (lag) time, and ⟨ ⟩ indicates time averaging. The mobility of molecules shows strong 
dependence on the local environment and thus in living systems the concept of ideal Brownian 
diffusion may not always hold true. Considering possible anomalous diffusion in living cells, the 
temporal correlation of the fluorescence intensity F can be written as: 18 
 
where τdi f f (i) the average residence time of the ith diffusing modality, ρ(i) denotes the respective 
amplitude contribution and α (i) being anomaly parameter of the same. 21 We find that the FCS 
curves recorded with a nanoscopic illumination can only be fitted with a model assuming two 
different diffusion modalities (i.e. ndiff = 2). 
To define the probe areas used in the FCS diffusion laws (Fig. 4a-c), we use the product of the 
gap size (measured by TEM) by the full width at half maximum for the intensity profile along the 
direction perpendicular to the antenna main axis (computed by FDTD), following a calibration for 
model lipid membranes. 44 Therefore, 10 nm and 35 nm gap sizes are associated respectively to 300 
and 1250 nm2 probe areas. 
 
Supporting Information 
 
Supporting Information available: AFM image of antenna array, overlap between antenna’s res- 
onance and fluorescence spectra, fluorescence data for PE on different nano-antennas, overlay of 
FCS curves from different nanoantennas, representative time trace of cholesterol depleted SM, 
overlay of the confocal FCS data for PE and SM, FDTD simulations of intensity distributions, FCS 
diffusion laws with confocal data, fitting parameters for FCS curves. 
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Figure 1: Planar gold nano-antenna arrays  for  probing  single-molecule  dynamics  in  the plasma 
membrane of living cells. (a) CHO cells are seeded onto a microscopic coverslip containing 
multiple planar nano-antennas with 10 and 35 nm gap sizes. The inset shows the cross section of 
the antenna-in-box stripped and embedded into a polymer, bringing the region of max- imum 
electromagnetic field intensity onto the surface in direct contact with the plasma membrane of 
living cells. (b) From left to right: macro-photograph of a coverslip with a stripped Au film with 
large-scale planar antenna arrays; dark field optical micrograph of a small portion of the antenna 
arrays showing here 625 antennas with 10 nm nominal gap size; transmission electron microscope 
(TEM) images of antennas with 10 and 35 nm gap size. (c) Confocal image of CHO cells showing 
the morphology after incorporating the fluorescent SM lipid analog labeled with Atto647N. 
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Figure 2: Single-molecule fluorescence time traces in living CHO cells. (a,b) Fluorescence time 
traces for phosphoethanolamine (PE, left) and sphingomyelin (SM, right) labeled with Atto647N 
recorded with confocal (a) and with a 10 nm gap planar nano-antenna (b). The binning time is 0.1 
ms for all traces. The diffraction-limited spot in the confocal configuration cannot resolve the 
nanoscopic and heterogeneous membrane organization, thus results in indistinguishable fluores- 
cence time traces for both PE and SM. However, the highly confined nano-antenna hotspot reveals 
clear differences in the diffusion dynamics of PE and SM. (c) The fluorescence time traces are 
analyzed to produce scatter plots showing the distribution of fluorescence burst intensity versus 
burst duration. Single-molecule events in sub-ms time scales are observed with nano-antennas 
(color dots) as the confined electromagnetic hotspots allow to probe the dynamics occurring be- 
yond the diffraction limit. Single molecule events obtained with confocal illumination are shown 
for comparison (black dots). 
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Figure 3: Nano-antenna FCS on living cell membranes. (a,b) Normalized fluorescence corre- 
lation curves for Atto647N labeled PE (a) and SM (b) lipid analogs probed with nano-antennas  of 
varying gap size. The color lines are experimental data and the  black  curves are numerical fits. 
Each FCS trace is a representative example taken on an individual nano-antenna. FCS curves 
recorded on different nano-antennas and different cells are shown in Fig. S4. The diffraction- 
limited confocal measurements are shown in gray for direct comparison. (c) Comparison of FCS 
curves for PE and SM for a 10 nm gap antenna. Unlike the confocal reference, the nano-antenna re- 
veals clear differences between the dynamics of PE and SM at the nanoscale. (d) After cholesterol 
depletion, the SM diffusion dynamics are significantly faster and resemble the PE case. 
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Figure 4: Characteristic diffusion dynamics of membrane lipids probed with ultra-confined nano-
antenna hotspots. The diffusion time measured by FCS (for 60 different nano-antennas) is plotted 
as a function of the probe area for PE (a), SM (b), and SM after MCD treatment(c). The solid lines 
are linear fits through the median values. In the case of free diffusion, the origin (0, 0) is aligned 
with the expected line, while a positive intercept at the y-axis denotes hindered diffusion due to 
nanodomains. (d) The diffusion coefficients computed from the slopes in a-c are compared with 
confocal results. (e) y-axis intercept deduced from the linear fits in a-c. PE and MCD-treated SM 
show near-zero y-intercept consistent with free diffusion, while the significant y-intercept for SM 
indicates that the diffusion is constrained by nanodomains. (f) Normalized spread in diffusion time 
(width of upper and lower quartiles / median) in each case. The large dispersion observed is SM is 
another indication that sphingolipids are preferentially recruited into transient nanoscopic domains. 
 
